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BACKGROUND: Formula-fed infants may be at greater risk for overfeeding and rapid weight

abstract

gain. Different size bottles are used for feeding infants, although little is known about
whether bottle size is related to weight gain in bottle-fed infants.
METHODS: Data from the Greenlight Intervention Study, a cluster randomized trial to prevent

childhood obesity at 4 pediatric resident clinics, were used to analyze the exposure to
regular (<6 oz) or large (≥6 oz) bottle size at the 2-month visit on changes in weight, weightfor-age z score (WAZ), and weight-for-length z score (WLZ) at the 6-month visit. Using
multivariable regression, we adjusted for potential confounders (birth weight, gender, age,
weight measures at 2 months, parent race/ethnicity, education, household income and size,
time between 2- and 6-month visits, and first child status).
RESULTS: Forty-five percent (n = 386; 41% black, 35% Hispanic, 23% white, 2% other) of

infants at the 2-month visit were exclusively formula-fed, and 44% used large (≥6 oz)
bottles. Infants whose parents fed with large bottles had 0.21 kg (95% confidence interval
[CI]: 0.05 to 0.37) more weight change, 0.24 U (95% CI: 0.07 to 0.41) more change in WAZ,
and 0.31 U (95% CI: 0.08 to 0.54) more change in WLZ during this period than infants fed
with regular bottles.
CONCLUSIONS: Using a large bottle in early infancy independently contributed to greater weight

gain and change in WLZ at the 6-month visit. Although growth in infancy is complex, bottle
size may be a modifiable risk factor for rapid infant weight gain and later obesity among
exclusively formula-fed infants.
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WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Formula-fed
infants grow more rapidly and may have greater
risk for obesity; whether this outcome is related to
the content of formula, to the bottle, or to residual
confounding is unknown.
WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: We explored the
relationship between bottle size and weight gain in
formula-fed infants. The ﬁndings suggest that bottle
size may have an independent effect on growth
rates.
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Developing effective preventive
interventions for obesity and
its comorbidities requires
understanding modifiable risk factors
for obesity in early life. Rapid infant
weight gain, generally defined as
a growth trajectory that crosses at
least 1 percentile (≥0.67 SD),1–3 is
a risk factor for later obesity,2,4–8 as
well as metabolic,9 respiratory,10 and
cardiovascular11–14 disease. Although
growth trajectories in infancy are
determined by using multiple factors,
nutrition plays an essential role.
In developed countries, infants fed
primarily formula appear to have
greater adiposity in late infancy and
early childhood than children who
were exclusively breastfed,15–18 and
formula-fed infants are at greater
risk for obesity later in life.19 The
relationship between nutrition
source and adiposity could be related
to the formula itself,20 to behaviors
such as feeding on a schedule
(which is more common in bottlefed infants),21 or to the introduction
of complementary foods, parental
education, or other socioeconomic
factors.
Bottle-fed infants have less control
over feeding volumes and also do not
exhibit a diurnal pattern of intake
compared with breast-fed infants,
which may contribute to discordance
between satiety mechanisms and
actual intake.22 Because it has been
hypothesized that the first few
months of life are a critical period
for the development of satiety
responsiveness,23 it is important
to understand what mechanisms
influence intake during this early
period.
Environmental components of
feeding (eg, size of the bowl, plate,
or glass) are known to be strongly
associated with both portion sizes
and intake24–26 and are routinely
used by the food industry to market
novel products. Although most
research on these container sizes has
focused on adults and older children,
the size of bottles used to feed infants

may introduce similar environmental
influences on intake. A wide variety
of bottle sizes are used during
infancy, and we previously reported
that larger bottles are associated
with more reported daily intake of
formula.27
To determine whether bottle size
affects infant growth trajectories
among exclusively formulafed infants, we investigated the
relationship between bottle size used
at the 2-month visit and changes in
weight by the 6-month visit. This
approach was chosen because the
first 6 months of life is the period
most likely to be influenced by
bottle size given the relative lack
of complementary foods and the
period of most rapid weight gain.
We hypothesized that infants fed
from a larger bottle at the 2-month
visit would have a larger increase in
weight-for-age z scores (WAZ) and
weight-for-length z scores (WLZ)
between the 2- and 6-month visits
compared with infants fed from
smaller bottles.

METHODS
Sample
An analysis of longitudinal data
was performed from the Greenlight
Intervention Study, a cluster
randomized trial of an obesity
prevention intervention during
the first 2 years of life. Methods
of the Greenlight study have been
published previously28; briefly,
parent–infant dyads were enrolled
at the 2-month preventive visit at
4 clinic sites from December 2009
through June 2014. To be included
in the study, infants were between
6 and 16 weeks of age, born at ≥34
weeks’ gestation weighing >1500 g,
and had weight-for-recumbent length
at the third percentile or higher
(based on World Health Organization
growth standards),29 and were
generally healthy. Caregivers were
excluded only if they had a significant
neurologic or mental illness or had

uncorrected visual acuity problems.
A literacy- and numeracy-sensitive
intervention targeting obesity
prevention and based on social
cognitive theory was delivered at
2 sites; the 2 active control sites
implemented an injury prevention
curriculum designed by the American
Academy of Pediatrics.30 The
intervention did not specifically
address the size of the bottle.

Measures
The study included responses
from a questionnaire of diet and
physical activity at the 2-month visit
and measurements of weight and
recumbent length at both the 2- and
6-month visits. This questionnaire
assessed feeding behaviors, content
of feedings, and other information
considered important in obesity risk,
and it was administered in-person at
the 2-month visit. Clinic staff trained
to accurately measure infant’s weight
and recumbent length31 entered
this information into the electronic
medical record at each well-child
visit.
To assess the relationship between
bottle size and growth independent
of milk type, we included only
parents who responded “formula
only” to the question: “What type
of milk does your child drink now?”
at the 2-month visit. Our main
predictor was bottle size used at
this visit, which was directly verified
and recorded by study personnel
after an affirmative response to the
question: “Do you have one of the
bottles with you that you use to feed
[child’s first name] formula?” If the
parents did not have a bottle with
them (only 2% of sample), they were
asked to choose (in person) from 3
bottles presented to them (4, 6, or
8 oz) to represent the one “most like
the one they usually used to feed”
their infant. For analyses, an a priori
decision was made to dichotomize
bottle size at 6 oz based on what
represents age-appropriate volume.
In our previous analysis,27 we chose
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the same cut point, which showed
significant differences in reported
formula intake. In this study, we
therefore refer to “large” bottles as
those ≥6 oz.
The main study outcome was change
in WLZ, which is a common surrogate
for adiposity in this age group. Other
outcomes were change in WAZ and
change in weight between the 2and 6-month visits. We calculated
z scores based on World Health
Organization gender-specific growth
curves. Covariates were considered
that might confound the relationship
between bottle size and growth
between the 2- and 6-month visits,
including infant gender, race/
ethnicity, birth weight, age at the
2-month visit, time elapsed between
2- and 6-month visits, household
size, household annual income,
level of completed education by the
primary caregiver, and whether the
infant received assistance through
the Special Supplemental Nutrition
Program for Women, Infants, and
Children. Considering that growth
may have been affected by perception
of weight or new information gained
from the intervention, we also
adjusted for study site and 2-month
measures of weight, WAZ, and WLZ.

FIGURE 1
Enrollment, eligibility, and study sample.

OLS. Covariates were included that
were either clinically or statistically
significant in the relationship
between bottle size and weight
changes. We adjusted for the child’s
gender, age, and whether they were
a first child, as well as the parent’s
race/ethnicity, education, household
income, and household size. We
also adjusted for birth weight and
the relevant 2-month visit measure
(weight, WAZ, or WLZ), time between
the 2- and 6-month visits, and study
site. All analyses were performed by
using Stata version 13 (Stata Corp,
College Station, TX).

Analysis
Each of the aforementioned
covariates was first compared
according to exposure to either
small or large bottle sizes. The
statistical significance between
groups was then tested by using
Pearson’s χ2 tests and unadjusted
logistic regression models. We then
compared unadjusted relationships
between bottle size and change in
weight, WAZ, and WLZ between
the 2- and 6-month visits by using
ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression. Finally, 3 models of OLS
regression were examined, with
changes in weight, WAZ, and WLZ
as outcomes. All 3 outcomes were
normally distributed and, thus, no
transformations were required for

RESULTS
A total of 1805 parent–infant dyads
were assessed for eligibility for
enrollment in the Greenlight study.
Of these, 632 potential participants
were excluded, most commonly
because the parent had plans to
move or did not plan to attend all
visits through 2 years. Of the 1173
eligible dyads, 865 were enrolled,
and 386 (45% of enrollees) parents
reported feeding only formula at the
2-month visit (Fig 1). Most of the
386 infants eligible for the analyses
were of racial/ethnic minority
groups, including 41% black and
35% Hispanic participants, from
households earning less than $20 000
per year (62%), and with parents

having less than or equal to a high
school diploma (63%) (Table 1).
Most of the primary caregivers were
mothers, and the majority of dyads
(86%) received assistance from
the Special Supplemental Nutrition
Program for Women, Infants, and
Children. Fifty-three percent of the
formula-fed infants were female, and
mean ± SD age at the 2-month visit
was 9.3 ± 1.8 weeks. At the 6-month
visit, 298 of 386 bottle-fed infants
had complete information on weight
and length, and these infants were
included in the analyses.
Mean birth weight, weight at the
2-month visit, and weight at the
6-month visit were 3.2 ± 0.6, 5.3 ±
0.8, and 8.0 ± 1.0 kg, respectively
(Table 2). The mean birth WLZ was
–0.52 ± 1.1 U, increasing to 0.27 ±
1.1 U at the 2-month visit. Mean
WAZ at the 2 month visit was –0.31 ±
0.96 U. The time interval between the
2- and 6-month visits ranged from
12 to 30 weeks, with a mean interval
of 19.5 ± 3.1 weeks. Over this
interval, infants gained a mean
of 2.7 ± 0.7 kg, with a mean increase
in WAZ of 0.44 ± 0.7 U. There was
no change in WLZ (mean change,
–0.004 ± 1.1).
At the 2-month visit, parents used
bottle sizes that ranged from 2 to
10 oz; 55% of parents reported
using a “small” bottle (<6 oz) and
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45% used a “large” bottle (≥6 oz)
(Table 1). Hispanic parents were
one-half as likely as white parents
to use a large bottle (odds ratio
[OR]: 0.57 [95% confidence interval
(CI): 0.33 to 0.99]). Infants using
larger bottles were more likely to
be male (OR: 1.54 [95% CI: 1.02 to
2.32]) and older, with 15% higher
odds of larger bottle use with each
week older (OR: 1.15 [95% CI: 1.03
to 1.29]). Infants weighing more at
the 2-month visit had higher odds
of using a larger bottle (OR: 1.56
[95% CI: 1.19 to 2.05]), although
there were no significant differences
between parents using larger
bottles and the infant’s birth
weight, WLZ at birth, or WLZ at the
2-month visit. Furthermore, there
were no significant relationships
between bottle size and time
between the 2- and 6-month visits
or whether the infant was an only
child.
According to the unadjusted OLS
regression, use of a larger bottle at
the 2-month visit predicted 0.16 kg
more weight gain (95% CI: 0.01 to
0.32; P = .043) and an additional 0.18
U WAZ change (95% CI: 0.01 to 0.34;
P = .034) between the 2-month and
the 6-month visits (Table 3). Infants
using larger bottles also gained an
additional 0.26 U of WLZ over the
period (95% CI: –0.004 to 0.52;
P = .05), although this finding was
not statistically significant. When
adjusting for the appropriate growth
parameter at the 2-month visit,
birth weight, time between visits,
study site, and other socioeconomic
covariates, the relationships between
bottle size and weight change, WAZ
change, and WLZ change were
statistically significant. Weight
change and WAZ change was 0.21
kg (95% CI: 0.05 to 0.37; P = .01)
and 0.24 U (95% CI: 0.07 to 0.41;
P = .006) greater among infants using
a larger bottle, respectively. WLZ
increased by 0.31 U more in infants
using a larger bottle (95% CI: 0.08 to
0.54; P = .01).

TABLE 1 Sociodemographic Characteristics and Bivariate Analyses According to Bottle Size
Variable
Race/ethnicity*
Black
Hispanic
White
Other
Annual income
<$10 000
$10 000–$19 999
$20 000–$39 999
$40 000–$59 999
≥$60 000
Education level
Less than high school
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate
WIC enrollment
Child, female*
Child, only child
Age at 2 mo, wk*
Time between 2- and 6-mo visits, wk

Overall (N =
386)

Small Bottle (n =
208)a

Large Bottle (n =
171)a

156 (41)
133 (35)
87 (23)
8 (2)

73 (35)
87 (42)
45 (22)
2 (1)

80 (47)
45 (26)
41 (24)
4 (2)

126 (35)
97 (27)
97 (27)
28 (8)
16 (4)

63 (32)
52 (26)
58 (29)
16 (8)
8 (4)

61 (38)
43 (27)
37 (23)
11 (7)
8 (5)

96 (25)
146 (38)
101(26)
39(10)
324 (86)
204 (53)
152 (40)
9.3 ± 1.8
20 ± 3

59 (29)
71 (34)
55 (27)
21 (10)
178 (86)
121 (60)
81 (39)
9.1 ± 1.8
20 ± 3

36 (21)
73 (43)
44 (26)
16 (9)
146 (86)
81 (40)
69 (41)
9.6 ± 1.8
19 ± 3

Data are presented as n (%) or mean ± SD. WIC, Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children.
a n = 379 for bottle size due to missing data.
* P < .05.

TABLE 2 Anthropomorphic Characteristics and Bivariate Analyses According to Bottle Size
Variable
Birth weight
Birth WLZ
Weight at 2 mo, kg*
WAZ at 2 mo
WLZ at 2 mo
Weight at 6 mo, kg*
WAZ at 6 mo*
WLZ at 6 mo*

Overall (N = 386)

Small Bottle (n = 208)a

Large Bottle (n = 171)a

3.2 ± 0.6
−0.52 ± 1.1
5.3 ± 0.8
−0.31 ± 0.96
0.27 ± 1.1
8.0 ± 1.0
0.11 ± 0.99
0.24 ± 1.04

3.2 ± 0.5
−0.6 ± 1.2
5.1 ± 0.7
−0.38 ± 1.1
0.19 ± 1.1
7.8 ± 0.9
−0.07 ± 0.91
0.11 ± 1.05

3.3 ± 0.6
−0.5 ± 1.1
5.4 ± 0.8
−0.20 ± 1.2
0.36 ± 1.2
8.2 ± 1.0
0.37 ± 1.02
0.44 ± 1.00

Data are presented as mean ± SD.
a n = 379 for bottle size due to missing data.
* P < .05.

DISCUSSION
In a large, multisite sample of
diverse, low-income, formula-fed
infants, we found that infants fed
from a larger bottle at the 2-month
preventive visit demonstrated
significantly greater weight change
(0.21 kg), WAZ change (0.24 U), and
WLZ change (0.31 U) after adjusting
for potentially confounding factors.
Our analysis found that bottle size
had a significant relationship to
growth rate in the short period of
time between the 2- and 6-month
visits among exclusively formula-fed
infants, and suggests that the mode
of feeding may have an important

influence on intake. This amount
change (0.31) in WLZ, the most
common clinical adiposity measure
at this age, suggests an effect on early
weight gain, although the significance
of this effect between the 2- and
6-month visits is unclear.
A recent meta-analysis found
that there is a positive, stepwise
relationship in the change in weight
SD score (z score) in the first year of
life with childhood obesity.2 With a
1 U increase in weight z score, there
was a twofold increased risk for
obesity, and with >1.33 U increase,
there was a fourfold increased risk
of childhood obesity. In this context,
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TABLE 3 Unadjusted and Adjusted Multivariate Linear Regression
Variable
Weight change, kg
WAZ change
WLZ change

Unadjusted, (95% CI)

Adjusteda, (95% CI)

0.16 (0.01 to 0.32)*
0.18 (0.01 to 0.34)*
0.26 (–0.004 to 0.52)

0.21 (0.05 to 0.37)*
0.24 (0.07 to 0.41)*
0.31 (0.08 to 0.54)*

a Adjusted for child gender, child age, birth weight, appropriate 2-month visit measure (weight, WAZ, or WLZ), parent race/
ethnicity, parent education, household income, household size, time between 2- and 6-month visits, ﬁrst child status, and
study site.
* P < .05.

our observation of a 0.3 U change
in infants using larger bottles is
modest. However, this difference
was reported in a relatively short
period of time; its effects should be
investigated over a longer period of
infancy. Prospective studies have
shown that change in WAZ ≥0.5
U between 2 and 4 months of life
increases the odds of overweight
at 18 to 24 months nearly fourfold.
This period conveyed significantly
more risk than weight gain between
0 and 2 months, and between 4
and 6 months, suggesting that 2
to 4 months may be an especially
critical period for differences in
weight trajectory on later obesity.32
Ultimately, whether these differences
in weight and weight-for-length
persist to influence BMI later in
childhood needs to be determined.
The hypothesis that the mode of
feeding (ie, the bottle) rather than
the milk type is responsible for
differences in weight gain between
formula-fed and breast-fed infants is
supported by longitudinal research
showing that infants fed only
human milk by bottle gain more
weight than breastfed infants.33 The
directionality of this relationship
is not completely understood, and
it is possible that parents may
choose to feed more by bottle if the
infant is growing particularly fast.
Regardless, any discordance between
the infant’s needs and the volume
of intake provided might alter
developing satiety responsiveness
via neuroendocrine pathways and
nutritional programming.23,34–36
Another mechanism by which growth
may be affected, external to the

child’s needs, is through parental
feeding behaviors. Specific feeding
behaviors, such as encouraging
emptying of the bottle, are linked to
encouraging children to “clean their
plates” when older,37 demonstrating
the ongoing external influences
on food intake. The relationship
between early parental feeding
beliefs and behaviors, infant feeding
behaviors, and later obesity risk
should continue to be studied with
valid and reliable measures38 in
longitudinal studies.39 However, if a
simple external influence (eg, bottle
size) can be adjusted, this method
may improve concordance between
an infant’s nutritional needs and
intake and attenuate rapid infant
weight gain.
Although intervening to encourage
healthy behaviors is a common
component of obesity prevention
and intervention trials, we have
failed to identify an effective
intervention to prevent obesity.
Adjusting an external influence, such
as bottle size, could provide a simple
intervention that is not burdensome
or expensive.40 The z score changes
of the magnitude we found over a
relatively short period of time likely
reflect an independent influence of
bottle size on volumes of formula
given to infants.
Although our study results may
provide an important insight into why
formula feeding is related to obesity
risk, it has important limitations.
First, we did not directly measure
intake or bottle-emptying behaviors,
nor did we assess for bottle size
changes over time or the range of
bottle sizes a family may be using. It

is possible that families use different
sizes of bottles or use smaller bottles
but offer >1 bottle over a given
feeding period. However, we believe
that our direct observation of the
bottle size used at the 2-month visit
is a reproducible and feasible way to
assess patterns of intake in the clinical
setting. Although the Greenlight
intervention did not include bottle
size reduction, it is possible that
other components of the intervention
affected infant growth, but we found
no significant differences in bivariate
analyses, and including intervention
in the adjusted model did not change
the outcomes. Diet and activity
factors, such as introduction of
complementary foods, likely influence
weight gain and have been reported
to differ by race and ethnicity in this
sample.41 We have no information
on growth in the study participants
from birth to the 2-month preventive
visit, although we did use birth
weight from the health record, which
we believe is equally reliable for all
participants. Another limitation is
the quality of the measurement of
length; length is difficult to measure
during infancy and is therefore
potentially unreliable. For this reason,
our personnel received additional
measurement training with the
use of a standardized module.31
We also assessed growth by using
multiple parameters (weight-forage and weight-for-length), as there
is no standard, reliable measure of
adiposity that clearly predicts obesity
risk and can be easily measured in
the office setting. Finally, the clinical
relevance of the changes we found
remains unclear and should be
studied in the context of known and
proposed risk factors for obesity
that can be detected and modified in
infancy.

CONCLUSIONS
Infants in low-income populations
experience both higher rates of
exclusive infant formula-feeding41 and
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higher risk for later-onset obesity.42
The results of this study suggest that
early-childhood obesity interventions
should target reduced bottle size in
early infancy. We found that using a
larger bottle in early infancy predicted
significantly greater adiposity at
the 6-month visit among formulafed infants. Given the complexity
of infant growth, future research

should consider influences such as
feeding practices and should include
rigorous measurement of intake and
body composition. Nearly all parents
use a bottle to feed their infant at
some point during their infancy, and
further efforts to more completely
understand the mechanisms linking
bottle-feeding, development of satiety
responsiveness, and obesity risk

may also inform obesity prevention
interventions.

ABBREVIATIONS
CI: confidence interval
OLS: ordinary least squares
OR: odds ratio
WAZ: weight-for-age z score
WLZ: weight-for-length z score
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